known:
(1) the vector space H}(S, Z2), (2) the Boolean ring H°(S, Z2), (3) 
the cup products u : HXS, Z2) ® Hl(S, Z2) -► H2(S, Z2), u : H\S, Z2) ® HÎ(S, Z2) -> H?(S, Z2), u : H°(S, Z2) ® H\S, Z2) -> H¡(S, Z2).
By a surface we mean a connected separable 2-manifold without border. Hq(S, Z2) and Hqc(S, Z2) denote, respectively, the standard and compact support cohomology groups. H §(S, Z2) is the cohomology group of the cochains of S modulo the cochains of S with compact support (see §1).
For a closed surface the Theorem is a direct consequence of the Classification Theorem for Closed Surfaces. In this case H°(S, Z2) = 0.
For an open surface the Theorem is an algebraic version of the Kerekjarto Classification Theorem ( [9, p. 262] or [5, Chapter 5]). The Kerekjarto Theorem says that an open surface is topologically determined, modulo a compact subsurface, by its space of ends e(S) [1, p. 82] and various subspaces of e(S). In this paper we substitute for e(S) the Boolean ring H°(S, Z2).
In [2] we proved the Theorem by using (1) the Kerekjarto Theorem, (2) the Stone Representation Theorem [4, p. 168] which says that the compact totally disconnected space e(S) is determined by the Boolean ring of continuous functions from e(S) to Z2, and (3) a result shown to me by W. S. Massey which says that this ring is isomorphic to H°(S, Z2) (see Remark 1.7).
In this paper the Theorem is proven directly, without explicitly using ends. Essentially we follow the proof of the Kerekjarto Theorem as presented in [9, §4] , changing the statements about e(S) to statements about H°(S, Z2). The above theorem occurs as Corollary 4.2 to Theorem 4.1, which is a more specific result.
1. Algebraic preliminaries. In this section we define the ring H°(X) = H°(C*(X)/Cf(X)) and summarize some facts, mostly standard, about AlexanderSpanier cohomology theory ( [10, pp. 306-323] or [7] ). Except where specifically noted, this is the only cohomology theory we use.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and R a commutative ring. The cochain groups (where we have already taken the quotient by the subgroup of cochains having empty support) and cohomology groups of X with coefficients in R are denoted by C*(X, R) and H*(X, R), respectively. The cochain groups and cohomology groups of X with compact support are denoted by Cf(X, R) and H*(X, R), respectively. If i: Y<^ X, the image of an element u e H"(X, R) under the map ('*: Hq(X, R) -» H"(Y, R) will be denoted by u/Y; we will do likewise for cohomology with compact support.
1.1. Consider the cochain complex whose qth group is C(X, R)/CC(X, R). The cohomology groups of this complex will be denoted by H*(X, R).
1.2. Since C°(X, R), the set of all functions from X to R, is a ring under pointwise addition and multiplication of functions, so are H°(X, R), H°(X, R), and H°(X, R). In fact, giving R the discrete topology, H°(X, R) consists of the continuous functions from X to R; H°(X, R) consists of those continuous functions which are zero outside a compact subset of X; H°(X, R) is the ring of functions from X to R which are continuous outside a compact subset of X modulo those which are zero outside a compact subset.
1.3. In the usual way [10, p. 315] , [7, Chapter 7] there are cup products u : H?(X, R) <g> H"C(X, R) -> H' + XX, R), u : H\X, R) <g> W(X, R) -> H*+q(X, R), u : H»(X, R) ® H\X, R) -> Hi+"(X, R). where the map t is induced by the "inclusion" Cqc(X-A, R)^Cq(X, R) [7, Chapter 1].
If r e H\X, R), s e H¡(X-A, R), then r((r/X-A)yJs) = rur(s); this is easily verified by looking at cochains. 1.7. Let {UÁ, AeA} be the collection of subsets of X having compact complement. The UK are ordered by inclusion. The following result was noticed by W. S. Massey.
Lemma. For every A there is a map cp: Hq(UA, R) -> Hq(X, R) and with these maps and the maps /*: Hq(UK, R)^-Hq(Uy, R) induced by inclusions UK.^Uh, Hq(X, R) is isomorphic to the direct limit of the groups Hq(Ux, R). is an isomorphism. Taking the direct limit over all N and using the lemma and [10, p. 317], we have H°(X*-X, R)xH°(X, R). Letting X be an open surface S and X* its endpoint compactification, this becomes H°(e(S), R)xH°(S, R), as was stated in the introduction.
2. Geometric preliminaries. From now on all homology and cohomology groups will have coefficients in Z2. Everything we do will be from a piecewise linear point of view.
By a surface we mean a connected separable 2-dimensional manifold without border. Any surface can be triangulated and given a differentiable structure Remark. Under Poincaré Duality H¿(S) is isomorphic to the usual homology group H^S). The subgroup ker is corresponds to the homology classes of "dividing cycles" [1, p. 66]. By 1.4, the rank of ker is is one less than the rank of H°(S), which is in turn the number of ends of S (see Remark 1.7).
2.2. There are four orientability classes of open surfaces. S may be orientable. If S-K is nonorientable for every compact subset K, then S is infinitely nonorientable. If for some K, S-K is orientable, then S is said to be of even or odd nonorientability according as K contains an even or an odd number of cross-caps [9, pp. 261-262] . Note that if we cap each component of the boundary of K with a disk, then S is of even or odd nonorientability according as this closed surface * is cobordant to a sphere or a projective plane. (ii) every component of S-K is either planar or of infinite reduced genus, and is either orientable or infinitely nonorientable.
Because of (i), H°(S-K) is naturally isomorphic to H°(Bd K): a generator of H°(S-K) corresponding to a component U of S-K (i.e. the function/: S-K-+ Z2 which is 1 on U and 0 elsewhere) goes into the generator of 77°(Bd K) corresponding to d(U). We will call the latter generator by the name d(U).
Because of (i), the map <p: H°(S-K) -> H°(S) of 1.7 is a monomorphism, so we can consider H°(S-K) as a subring of H°(S). Again we will call the element of H°(S) corresponding to the component U of S-K by the name d(U).
From the above two paragraphs we obtain a monomorphism H°(Bd K) -> Figure 2 .6 shows five compact surfaces-three spheres with one, two, and three holes, respectively, and a torus and projective plane, each with two holes. On each surface, each component of the boundary has been oriented, and a graph with labeled and oriented edges has been embedded.
H°(S), taking d(U) into d(U
An open surface 5 can be obtained inductively from these five by taking K0 to be the sphere with one hole. Given K{, Ki + 1 is obtained by attaching to each border component of Kt a copy of any one of the five surfaces except the sphere with one hole. This copy is attached by its left hand border component so that orientations of the border components match and the vertices are identified to each other. In this way we obtain a canonical exhaustion of S. Conversely because every open In constructing S we have also constructed a graph G consisting of the au bu and c¡. By [1, pp. 102-103] it is easily seen that G provides a basis for n^S) in the sense that /*: TT-Sfi) -*■ tt^S) is an isomorphism, where i:G<=S. (a) U is orientable iffw/U=0, where w is given by 2.3. (b) U is planar iffy/U=0 whenever y e H1(S) has the property that y u ker is = 0.
Proof, (a) follows from 2.3.
For (b), suppose that U is nonplanar. By 2.1, there is an element x e Hl(U) such that x$keriv. By 1.5, t(x) u ker is=0, where r: H\(U) -* H\(S\ and hence ís(t(x)) u ker ¡s=0. But is(r(x))/U=iu(x) (verify on the cochain level) and hence is(r(x))/U¿0.
Conversely, suppose now that y e HX(S) and ju ker i's = 0, but y/U^O. By Poincaré Duality, j/t/#0 implies the existence of x e Hl(U) such that (y/U) u x0 (see 1.5).
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We claim that since y u ker is = 0, it follows that (y/U) u ker iu=0. This will imply that x $ ker ia and hence that U is nonplanar (2.1).
To prove the claim, we suppose v e ker iv. It follows that t(v) e ker is:
For v e ker i0 implies that there is a m e C°(U) such that 8u is a cocycle with compact support representing v. Since 8u has compact support in U, it is zero on a connected neighborhood of Bd U. Hence u, as a function from U to Z2, is constant on that neighborhood. This implies that u can be extended to a cochain z e C°(S) (merely make it that constant on S-U) with 8z representing t(v). Hence i's(t(i;))=0. Using Lemma 3.1(b), the same argument gives a proof of the "if" part of (b). Suppose now that U has infinite reduced genus. We can find a canonical exhaustion {Ki} of S and compact bordered subsurfaces {CJ of 5 such that C¡<= [/ n (A"j -A'j.j) and C¡ has a handle or cross-cap on it. Associated with the handle or cross-cap on C¡, there is a cocycle z¡ with support in Ct such that the element [z¡] of H}(S) which Z( represents is not in ker is. We can define the cocycle z = 2i™ i z¡. Two open surfaces are homeomorphic iff there are isomorphisms between Hl(S, Z2) and H](S', Z2), H\S, Z2) and H1(S', Z2), and a ring isomorphism between H°(S, Z2) and H°(S', Z2), these isomorphisms preserving all cup products (except that for u e H%(S, Z2), v e H1(S, Z2) we need only require that uUv = Oiffthe corresponding product on S' is zero).
Proof. See 4.1, 3.2, 1.5, 2.1, and 2.3.
Remark. None of the three cup products can be omitted from the statement of the corollary. For example, consider the product between H\S) and H¿(S). Saying that it is preserved is equivalent to saying that the isomorphism between H\S) and H^S') is induced from the one between H¡(S) and H}(S') (see 1.5). There are two infinitely nonorientable surfaces having two ends, both nonplanar. We can find isomorphisms between their cohomology groups satisfying all the conditions of the corollary except for preserving this product 4.3. Remark. Under the correspondence between H°(S) and the space of ends of S referred to in the introduction, Is corresponds to the subspace of orientable ends, and/s to the subspace of planar ends. For more details see [2, § §5, 6, and 10].
5. Inductive step. To prove Theorem 4.1 we will take canonical exhaustions of S and S' and show, inductively, that they are homeomorphic. Here we develop the inductive step. The reader may look at subsections 5.1 and 5.4 for the main result.
The proof is finished in §6.
5.1. Throughout §5 we will assume that S and 5" satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. K'x and K2 will be canonical subsurfaces of S', K[^lnt K2. Kx will be a canonical subsurface of 5 and fx : Kx -> K'x a homeomorphism for which the diagram r* H°(Bd Kx) ---> H°(Bd Kx)
H°(S')-> m(S)
is commutative (the vertical maps are those described in 2.4).
5.2.
Lemma. There is a canonical subsurface K2 of S containing Kx in its interior and having the property that if U and U' are corresponding components of S-Kx andS'-Kx, respectively, i.e.fx(Bd U) = Bd U', then Similarly, using 3.3(b), if U' n (K'2 -K'x) has positive reduced genus, then U has infinite reduced genus, and there is a canonical subsurface N containing Kx in its interior such that g(U n (N-Kx))>g(U' n (K2-Kx)). Let K2 be any canonical surface containing Kx and all the L's and TV's (one pair for each component U, if necessary) in its interior. K2 satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. Letting Pi = {Ut/rit = l} we obtain the desired partition; for by (c), if rit = \ then rit=0,j¥:i, and by (b), for each t, there must be at least one í for which rit = \. This completes the proof of (ii).
For (iii), let V be the component of S' -K', containing U', and V the com-
Since 6 is a ring homomorphism and 6(d(U')) = Jt {d(U)¡U e P}, it follows that
Hence each UeP lies in V.
5.4. Lemma. Kx is contained in the interior of a canonical subsurface K2, having the property that there exists a homeomorphism f2.K2^-K'2 extending fx and
Proof. Let K2 be a canonical subsurface containing the K2's found in Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. This K2 will satisfy the conclusions of these two lemmas. Because of Lemma 5.2 we can diminish K2, if necessary, so that each component of K2 -Kx has the same reduced genus as the corresponding component of K2-Ki and is orientable iff the latter is. This can be done so that Lemma 5.3 still holds: take a collar of a suitable component of Bd K2 (i.e., one corresponding to a component of S-K2 which is infinitely nonplanar or infinitely nonorientable, as is appropriate) lying in K2 -Kx and move the excess handles and cross-caps into it; then remove this set from K2.
Because of 5.3(iii) we can assume, by diminishing K2 -Ku that each element of >={P1) of 5.3 contains exactly one component of S-K2; this is done in the manner illustrated in Figure 5 .4, where we suppose that originally P1 = {U1, U2, U3}, Proof. Since G is a deformation retract of N, it : HX(N) -> HX(S) is an isomorphism. The result now follows from Theorem 7.1. 7.3. In 2.6 we showed how to construct a model of any open surface 5". In addition we imbedded a graph G in S, so that f* : ttx(G) -*■ ttx(S) was an isomorphism. By 7.2, S is homeomorphic to a thickening of G. Referring to Figure 2 .6, this says that any open surface can be built inductively from the five noncompact bordered surfaces shown in Figure 7 .3 by joining copies of these surfaces along their borders in a manner similar to that described in 2.6. C.T.7.3.M f"\.".';"7" "] Represent S as the thickening of a graph Gs as in 7.3. In describing Gs in 7.3 we labeled and oriented its edges (Figure 7.3 ). This prescribes a local homeomorphism [8, p. 149] p: Gs -+ GT taking an edge of Gs, minus its vertices, homeomorphically onto the corresponding edge of GT, minus the vertex o. Gs was imbedded in S in just such a way as to insure that p would extend to a local homeomorphism P:S^-T', taking the strip about an edge of Gs homeomorphically onto the strip about the corresponding edge of GT, except perhaps near the vertices.
The maps p and P look almost like covering maps. The problem is that a neighborhood of each vertex of Gs should look like a neighborhood of o in T', i.e. there should be some more edges present. So we add them and strips about them so that P can be extended to a map of the thickening of the enlarged graph. The new edges are not loops so the enlarged surface is homeomorphic to S. Of course we now have to apply this process to the vertices we have just added. The entire procedure can be described as follows :
Let q: U-+T' be the universal covering space. Pick öeU such that q(5) = o. Removing a neighborhood N of 5 separates U into 8 components, as shown in Figure 8 .1b, where the edges are labeled so as to correspond to the edges they map into. In the preceding paragraph we attached at each vertex c of Sa number of edges. For each edge, instead of attaching just that edge, attach the corresponding component of U-N, i.e. instead of attaching an edge b2 directed away from v, attach the far right component of U-N in Figure 8 .1b. Extend P to the component by setting it equal to q there. Thus we obtain a new surface S' and a covering space P': S' -> T'. Each component of U-N is the thickening of a tree 8.3. Remark. If we require that the covering space p: S^-T be regular, i.e. given any loop c in T, either every lifting of c is a loop or none is, the situation changes radically. It is not true that every open surface is a regular covering space of a closed surface. In fact using [3, p. 93, Satz II] it is easy to see that there are only nine open surfaces which can be regular covering spaces of a closed surface. In particular the space of ends of the surface must be homeomorphic to either a one point space, a two point space, or the Cantor set, and if the surface is planar, nonplanar but orientable, or nonorientable then all ends must be planar, nonplanar but orientable, or nonorientable, respectively. (For more detail see [2, §15] .) Bibliography
